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found on page 4=88*. the middle paragraph (paragraph 351), last line but.three, " one-fourth of that " on roads was financed from grants made by Govern-" ment" ?—That is rather an illusory fraction, because •in the case of many districts they receive no grants-in-aid at present for roads at all. That was the result of an elaborate system of grants which the Government introduced in 1914, which is now out of date, and which is about to be replaced. These grants are the relic of the financial system of 1914.
69. If I may just concentrate on the point which rather presses upon my whole mind at the moment, it would seem to me that while obviously some form of control and stimulus is necessary under any well-organised system of local self-government, there may be a, good deal of difficulty in that control and stimulus as things are, taking the form of intervention at the suggestion of the collector or the cpmmissioner. It may be—I do not know, but I can imagine, that the minister for Local Self-Government may feel that having started on a system of local self-governing institutions, the local bodies should, as far as possible, be encouraged to face their responsibilities themselves ; but if there is a system of grants-in-aid administered from head-quarters, I think some of us would rather have thought that it was perfectly right to use that method as a method of securing satisfactory administration by the different local bodies ?—It is certainly recognised that if grants-in-aid are given by Government, Government must see that they are properly expended, and they must therefore give greater attention to the inspection of work done with those grants-in-aid. An example of that is found in our new proposals, which are just being introduced, for the improvement of roads. Government have reclassified the roads, separating those-roads which are under the district boards into roads which are of some general interest (as, for example, roads which connect one district headquarters with another) and' roads which axe of purely local interest. Government ^propose to give a grant-in-aid to the boards of half the cost of maintenance of the former roads, and the expenditure of that .grant will be under the control of the district boards Their officers and their staff will do the work, but the Government inspecting staff will examine the work afterwards and see if it has been properly done. We are now organising that grant-in-aid system in the case of roads, and the result will be organised inspection.
70.	Who will do the inspection ?—That has not
yet   been   decided;    probably   the   Public   Works
department staff.
 71.	Mr.   jaartshorni   On   page   445*   you  say:
•* The 1916 Act contains no provision (corresponding
" to that incorporated in the District Boards Act of
" 1922) restricting the Government's power of nomi-
" nation so as to enable a member of the backward
" and depressed classes to be ordinarily selected."
What does the 1922 Act provide in regard to the
nomination of members of the depressed classes ?—
The   1922  Act  for  district  boards  provides  for  a
representative   of  the   depressed   classes  ordinarily
being   one   of  the   two   nominated members.    The
older Act for the municipal boards does not provide
t> z,.'. as is said here, but the Government have given
a pledge that they will ordinarily nominate a repre
sentative of the depressed classes if a suitable man
is forthcoming.    Since the pledge was given that has
been kept constantly in mind, and when nominations
hav.e been made they have been made in accordance
witL that pledge.f
 72.	Mr.   CacLogan:    On  the  subject  of  external
control, I see you say on page 452* ; " If a board
" persistently   defaults  in  the  performance  of  its
" duties or exceeds or abuses its powers, Government
" can dissolve or supersede it for a specified period."
A little lower down the page you say: " In case of
 || default in performing a duty imposed by any || enactment, the local Government in the case of ' a city, and the commissioner in other cases, can " fix a period for its performance." On pages 473* and 474* you give the record of the larger boards and the smaller boards, but I do not gather from that whether there has been frequent occasion to exercise that control ?—In only one case has Government called on a municipal board to explain why it should not be superseded. That is the larger power. In no case has this power actually been exercised in the case of municipal boards. I am not sure if I caught your question correctly.
73.	The  second  part  of my  question  was  this.
There is another form of control.    On  page  452*
you say:   "In case of default in performing a duty
" imposed by any enactment, the local Government
" in the case of a city, and the commissioner in other
" cases, can fix a period for its performance."    H;as
that ever been exercised ?—That has never come to
the point of performance.    The Government have
on several occasions written to a board and pointed
out that they were defaulting, that they were failing
to carry out certain duties, and calling on them to
perform those duties within a certain time.    They
have responded to that warning except in one case,
and "there, when the board did not respond, we had
to take their explanation as to why they should not
be superseded.    As far as I know and can recollect,
the Government, the commissioner or the district
magistrate has never actually performed the duty
'directly for the board.    We have used that section,
though, to require a duty to be punctually performed.
 74.	The Chairman : It becomes a threat, or perhaps
we had better say a lever ?—Yes.
 75.	Mr. Cadogan :   Is the same thing true in the
case  of  district  boards ?—In  the  case of  district
boards,   one  board  has,  actually  been superseded.
We have also used this power of calling on boards
to perform their duties within a specified time, but
in no very important case.
 76.	Lord Strathcona:    I   have   one   question   on
district boards.    On page 482,* at the end of para
graph 340, the book says: " Only in case a board
" fails to elect a chairman can the local Government
" nominate one."    Is that a frequent occurrence ?
—Not in the case of a district board.    I have known
it happen in the case of a municipal board, when
there was strong party feeling and the parties -were
equal.

 77.	But not in the case of district boards ?—In
the case of district boards   I  think  it  has  never
happened.
 78.	One question about panchayats.    On page 511*
in .the middle of paragraph 397, you say :  " The
" district officer also appoints the sarpanch or presi-
" dent of the panchayat."    Is that a regular custom
in this province ?—-It is.
 79.	I do not thlnfe it is the same in other pro
vinces, as far as I know ?—The idea is that the district
rnagistrate,   or   one   of  his   superior   subordinates,
should visit the village himself and should practically
hold an informal election.   He should gather the
people together and ascertain their wishes about the
sarpanch and then select the s&rpanck.    It is not
intended, and it is not the practice, that Ifce should
do so without consulting the chief inhabitants of the
village.
 80.	Lord Burnh&»:    *      *      *    The  results  of
'the changes in local government are summed up on
page 45,* about the middle of the page, in the lines: " There has undoubtedly been much deterioration in " local sfttt-governmeat, much jobbery, and much " injustice." What have yon to say about that sentence'?—I can say no mosre than is given in tae general conclusion of tbe Govemiti'ent on these particular chapters on the district boards. I tMnfr on pages 506 to 510* you will find material which corroborates that caufiJaswrn.
81.	You refer to page S09 ?—Yes*  that Ma
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